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The efficiency of the impeller machinery can be improved by the inlet guide vanes, but the
relationship between the external characteristics of the centrifugal pump and the internal
flow state needs further study. In this paper, the flow characteristics of the centrifugal pump
with different offset angles of inlet guide vanes (IGVs) are simulated based on the SST k-ω
turbulence model. The influence of the offset angle of the IGV on the internal flow and
energy dissipation of the centrifugal pump is analyzed by using the entropy generation
theory and Q-criterion. The research results show that the increase of the offset angle is
beneficial to reducing the intensity of vortex in the volute and impeller, while the energy loss
is reduced by 21.12 and 17.82% at 0.6Qd and 0.8Qd, respectively. However, the
excessive offset angle of the IGV tends to cause greater energy loss in the inlet pipe,
thus reducing the head and efficiency of the centrifugal pump. In terms of external
characteristics, the pump with 25° IGVs has the best head and efficiency
improvement. Under three small operating points, the pump with 25° IGVs increased
the head by 2.11, 0.95, and 0.73% and the efficiency by 2.51, 1.67, and 1.25%,
respectively, compared with the pump with 0° IGVs. The research in this paper
contributes to the performance improvement of centrifugal pumps operating at low
flow conditions.
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INTRODUCTION

Pumps, a machine for converting energy, are widely used in social production practices (Martinich,
1990; Aaronson et al., 2012). The internal flow of a centrifugal pump is turbulent, which is very
different from the laminar flow in some straight channels. Therefore, its internal flow is more
complicated (Hu et al., 2020; Hu et al., 2021). Due to the complexity of the flow in the pump, it may
have an unstable working operation. For improving the operational performance of centrifugal
pumps, researchers have done a lot of research studies in improving the energy conversion efficiency
of pumps (Xiong, 1996; Dou et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2018). A common study of pumps includes
regulating the intrinsic parameters such as the size structure of the pump and the shape and number
of blades.With the continuous development of research, researchers are increasingly interested in the
study of adding guide vanes inside various fluid machinery. And some experiments and numerical
simulations also prove that IGVs can improve the operating performance of fluid machinery (Dou,
2006; Liu et al., 2011; Shi et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2013).

As early as the 1950s, the method of adjusting working conditions of the impeller machinery such
as centrifugal compressors, fans, and turbines by adding IGVs had been widely used. Coppinger and
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Swain (2000) investigated the effect of guide vanes with an angle
ranging from −20° to +80° on industrial centrifugal compressors
through experiments and simulations. They found that an
excessively large setting angle led to a larger pressure loss,
which resulted in a reduction of the overall system efficiency.
A suitable angle of guide vanes had a significant effect on
extending the stable operating range of the compressor. The
performance of centrifugal compressors with IGVs was also
studied by Xiao et al. (2006). He demonstrated that the
performance curve of centrifugal pumps moved toward the
low flow region when guide vanes were positively offset. The
opposite result was obtained when they were negatively offset. In
the low flow region, the optimal efficiency operating point of the

centrifugal pump decreased faster. Fukutomi and Nakamura
(2005) investigated the effect of angle and length of IGVs on
the performance of cross-flow turbines. By installing guide vanes
in the inlet region, the cross-flow turbines had higher pressure
and higher efficiency compared to the case without guide vanes.
In the high flow condition, the turbines obtained higher pressure
and efficiency. But in the low flow condition, the presence of the
guide vanes had an inhibiting effect on the circulating flow in the
rotor inlet. To address the flow inhomogeneities in centrifugal
turbines, Junaidi et al. (2015) installed guide vanes at the impeller
inlet of the turbine to eliminate the vortex flow due to internal
deformation. Comparing the internal static pressure and axial
power of centrifugal fans with and without IGVs, they noticed
that the stable operating range of centrifugal fans was extended
and the power consumption was reduced under off-design
conditions. Based on the above research, the purpose of this
article is to understand the effect of the law of inlet guide vanes on
the flow field and external characteristics of the centrifugal pump.

In this paper, the flow characteristics of the centrifugal pump
with IGVs are simulated. The influence of the law of inlet guide
vanes on the pressure, velocity, and other physical quantities of
the internal flow field of the centrifugal pump is studied by a
steady calculation method. Combined with the energy dissipation
in the impeller, the influence of guide vanes with an angle ranging
from 0° to 35° on the performance of centrifugal pumps is
revealed. The reasons why the offset angle of guide vanes

FIGURE 1 | Three-dimensional model of the centrifugal pump: (A) geometric model; (B) overall perspective view of the centrifugal pump with IGVs.

TABLE 1 | Main design parameters of the centrifugal pump.

Parameters Sign Value

Design flow rate (kg/s) Qd 16.637
Head (m) H 60
Rotating speed (rpm) n 2900
Effectiveness (%) η 80
Specific speed ns 19.9
Inlet diameter (mm) D1 94
Inlet of the impeller (mm) D2 220
Outlet width of the impeller (mm) b1 15
Outlet diameter of the volute (mm) D3 70

FIGURE 2 | Schematic diagram of inlet guide vanes: (A) side view; (B) radial view.
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should not be too large are specifically analyzed, and the
microscopic mechanism of external characteristics is elucidated.
This study provides a certain reference for the selection of the pre-
selection angle of the inlet guide vane of the centrifugal pump, and
it is of great practical significance to guarantee the long-term and
efficient operation of the centrifugal pump.

MODEL DESCRIPTION AND NUMERICAL
CONSIDERATIONS

Geometric Model
The centrifugal pump can be divided into four parts according to
the overall flow (Li et al., 2018; Li et al., 2020): impeller flow

channel, inlet flow channel, outlet flow channel, and volute flow
channel. In consideration of reducing the disturbance and
stabilizing the flow, a cylindrical extension of four times the
diameter is added to the impeller inlet and volute outlet,
respectively, in the computational domain model. Pro/
Engineer software is used to model the full flow channel of
the centrifugal pump, and the 3D model obtained is shown in

FIGURE 3 | IGVs at different offset angles: (A) 0°; (B) 15°; (C) 25°; (D) 35°.

FIGURE 4 | Mesh of IGVs, volute, and impeller.

TABLE 2 | Grid independence check for the simulation.

Grid Grid 1 Grid 2 Grid 3 Grid 4

Number of grids 1220844 1831266 2746899 4120348
Predicted head (m) 61.43 61.63 61.28 61.03
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Figure 1. The structural design parameters of the pump are
shown in Table 1.

Two symmetrical inlet straight thick guide vanes were
arranged in the inlet section of the centrifugal pump, and the
schematic diagram of the guide vane is shown in Figure 2. The
length of the vane a is 40 mm, the width b is 50 mm, the thickness
c is 2 mm, the distance of the vane from the impeller inlet is
60 mm, and the offset angle between the vane and the axial
direction is θ. The geometric shapes of IGVs at different offset
angles are demonstrated in Figure 3.

Computational Mesh
The multiple reference frame (MRF) method is used for data
transfer between dynamic and static computational domains. The

meshes are generated for impellers and IGVs with ANSYS ICEM,
and the meshes of IGVs and impellers are exhibited in Figure 4.
Local refinement is used to improve the simulation accuracy.

Numerical Methods
The shear stress transport (SST) k-ω turbulence model was applied
to solve the flow equations in this study. It has the capability to
predict the flow within a side channel pump after evaluating the
effects of different turbulence models. And the k-ω model can
better simulate turbulent flow away from the wall and has a wider
application for solving boundary layer problems under various
pressure gradients (Wang, He, Shi et al., 2019; Li et al., 2019; Pei
et al., 2019). The boundary condition at the pump inlet and outlet is
set to the mass flow rate and pressure, respectively. And the no-slip
condition is applied on pump walls, and the scalable wall function
is used for near-wall regions. The control equations are as follows.

k equation:
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+ z
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) zk
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The turbulent viscosity is calculated using

μt �
α1kρ

max(α1ω, SF2) (3)

Here, β′, α, β, σk, and σω are empirical model parameters: β′ =
0.09, α = 5/9, β = 0.075, and σk = σω = 2.

The second law of thermodynamics states that the entropy of
an isolated system does not decrease, also known as the principle
of entropy increase. Fluid flow in centrifugal pump is complex
and vortex currents are created. Fluid-fluid interactions and fluid-
wall interactions result in fluid energy loss. The entropy
generation rate (EGR) in turbulent flow consists of two terms:
the first part caused by the dissipation in the averaged flow (direct
or viscous dissipation) and the other part due to the dissipation in
the fluctuating terms of the flow (turbulent dissipation). The unit
volume entropy generation is defined as

S‴D � S‴ �D + S‴D′ (4)
where S‴ �D is the direct dissipation term:

S‴ �D � μ

T
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where �u, �v, �w denote the time-averaged velocities in the x, y,
and z directions, respectively, T is the temperature, and μ is

FIGURE 5 | External characteristics of centrifugal pumps: (A) flow-head;
(B) flow-efficiency.
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the kinetic viscosity. And S‴D′ is the turbulent dissipation
term:

S‴D′ � μ

T
⎡⎣(zu′
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Based on investigations by Kock and Herwig (2004), Herwig
and Kock (2006), and Eliezer and Cohen (2001), the specific
entropy generation rate due to the turbulent dissipation S‴D′ is to
be calculated through the proposed models. These models
describe the relationship between the turbulent entropy
generation rate and the parameters obtained from the solution
of turbulence model equations. These models are accurate for
flows with high Reynolds number, and as Re→∞, they lead to an
exact solution:

S‴D � ρε

T
(7)

Furthermore, Eq. 7 can be approximately given by the
following expression:

SD′ � C
ρωk

T
(8)

where k and ω are the turbulence kinetic energy and characteristic
frequency in the shear stress transport (SST) model, respectively.
C is an empirical constant and equals 0.09 (Menter, 1994).

FIGURE 6 | Streamlines of relative velocity at the cross-section: (A) 0.6Qd and (B) 0.8Qd.

FIGURE 7 | Circumferential angle and cross-section distribution of the
volute.
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A reasonable selection of the number of meshes can both
speed up the calculation and ensure the accuracy and reliability of
the simulation results (Li et al., 2017; Wang, He, Cheng et al.,
2019). Four groups of computational models with different grid
numbers were used for numerical simulations, and their heads
were obtained separately, as shown in Table 2. The result shows
that all the deviations are within 0.5%. Taking the factors such as
saving computing resources and computing time into account,
the third grid was finally selected. The accuracy and reliability of
the numerical method were verified as well by comparing the
simulation pump head and efficiency with experiment results
under different flow rates (Lin et al., 2020).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The Results of External Characteristics
The results of the external characteristic curves of the pump
with IGVs of different offset angles at small operating
conditions are shown in Figure 5. From Figure 5, it can be
seen that the head and efficiency of the pump with 15°, 25°, and

35° IGVs are higher than those of the pump with 0° IGVs at
each small operating condition, and the pump with 25° IGVs
has the greatest increase in head and efficiency. Comparing the
differences of the head and efficiency of the pump with 0° IGVs
and the pump with 25° IGVs under different flow conditions,
the head increased by 2.11, 0.95, and 0.73% at the three small
flow conditions of 0.4Qd, 0.6Qd, and 0.8Qd, respectively, and
the efficiency increased by 2.51, 1.67, and 1.25%, respectively.
In order to study the intrinsic microscopic mechanism of the
above external results, the internal flow of the centrifugal
pump was analyzed. Considering the actual operating
environment of the centrifugal pump and the range of
operating conditions studied in this paper, we selected the
0.6Qd operating point and the 0.8Qd operating point for the
internal flow study.

Internal Flow Characteristics
Figure 6 shows the streamlines of relative velocity at mid-
section (the location of each flow path is shown in Figure 1A).
When the centrifugal pump is operated under low flow
conditions, different degrees of vortices appeared in both

FIGURE 8 | Velocity contours and streamlines of four pump sections under two operating points. (A) 0.6Qd and (B) 0.8Qd.
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path 1 and path 6 near the tongue, and the vortices resulted in
large vortex cores in the impeller path. Compared with the
0.8Qd operating point, the dynamic and static interference
between the tongue and the impeller is more obvious at the

FIGURE 9 | Local EGRs and vortex cores of the centrifugal pump with vanes of different offset angles: (A) 0.6Qd and (B) 0.8Qd.

FIGURE 10 | Entropy generation rate at 0.6Qd and 0.8Qd operating points.

TABLE 3 | Relative percentage reduction of energy loss at 0.6Qd and 0.8Qd

operating points.

Qd 15° IGV 25° IGV 35° IGV

0.6 −9.17% −21.12% −14.91%
0.8 −6.88% −17.82% −20.69%

FIGURE 11 | Cross-sections of the inlet pipe.
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0.6Qd operating point, and the flow pattern in path 1 and path
6 is more turbulent. At the 0.6Qd operating point, the increase
of the vane angle is beneficial to reducing the scale of vortices
in the flow path. Besides, the area of the vortex core in flow
path 1 is the smallest, and there is no large-area agglomeration.
At the 0.8Qd operating point, there are almost no vortices in
flow path 1 and the area of the low velocity region is minimal.

The volute is divided into zones, as shown in Figure 7. The VI
and VIII sections of the volute shown in Figure 7 are selected, and
their flow is analyzed. The velocity contour and streamlines of the
mid-sections under two operating conditions are shown in
Figure 8. The offset angle of the guide vane has a certain

influence on the size and position of the vortex in the volute
section, and the pump with 25° IGVs is the most effective in
reducing the size of the vortex. At 0.8Qd operating conditions, the
25° IGV pump has a more stable flow in Section VIII near the
spacer tongue. The above results indicate that the increase of the
angle has a certain effect on improving the flow pattern near the
tongue. The 0.8Qd operating point is closer to the design point,
and its scale of vortices is reduced compared with that of 0.6Qd.

Local Entropy Generation Analysis
The relationship between the flow inside the centrifugal pump
and the energy loss can be visualized in Figure 9. The vortex in

FIGURE 12 | Contours of the entropy generation rate at different cross-sections and vortex cores of the inlet pipe: (A) 0.6Qd and (B) 0.8Qd.
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the impeller is represented by the Q-criterion, and the actual value of
the Q-criterion is 3.6 × 105 s−2. At the 0.6Qd operating point, a larger
range of high Q regions appears in flow path 1 of four pumps due to
the stronger dynamic and static interference near the tongue. Since
the flow of the pump with 25° IGVs is more stable, the area of vortex
core in flow path 1 is the smallest. From Figure 9, it can be obtained
that the increase in the vane’s angle is conducive to reducing the

intensity of the vortex and the local entropy generation rate (EGR) in
the flow path. At the operating point of 0.8Qd, the effect of increasing
the offset angle on reducing the area of vortex core in the flow path is
more obvious, indicating that 15°, 25°, and 35° offset angles can
effectively suppress the flow turbulence.

The local entropy generation rate for the pump with vanes
of different angles at 0.6Qd and 0.8Qd operating points is

FIGURE 13 | Contours of static pressure at the cross-section: (A) 0.6Qd and (B) 0.8Qd.

FIGURE 14 | Pressure distribution at the intersection of the volute and impeller: (A) 0.6Qd and (B) 0.8Qd.
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illustrated in Figure 10. And the percentage reduction of
energy loss in the cross-section for the four pumps is shown
in Table 3 (percentage represents the relative ratio of energy
loss to that of the pump with 0° IGVs). The energy loss in the
section tends to decrease with the increase of the guide vane
angle. Compared with that of the pump with 0° IGVs, the
energy loss of the pump with 25° IGVs in the cross-section is
reduced by 21.12 and 17.82% for the two operating
conditions, respectively. The influence of the offset angle
on the internal flow of the centrifugal pump is shown as
follows: the 25° IGV has the best improvement impact on flow
path 1 near the tongue, and the pump’s head and efficiency
have improved the most. The larger vortex core area of flow
path 1 in the pump with 0° IGVs indicates a much more
complex vortex structure in flow path 1, which results in
more energy dissipation during energy transport.

From the above analysis results and combined with the
efficiency and head curves, it can be seen that the increase of
the vane angle can improve the flow pattern of fluid in the
volute and impeller, increasing the head and efficiency of the
centrifugal pump. In order to further reveal the reason why
the offset angle of the IGV should not be too large, we
subjected the inlet of the centrifugal pump with 25° and
35° IGVs to flow and loss analysis. The contour of the
entropy generation rate is depicted in Figure 11 for five
different cross-sections of the inlet, and the inlet vortex
core of two pumps is characterized in Figure 12. The
actual value of the Q-criterion is 9 × 104 s−2. Compared
with the 0.6Qd operating point, the 0.8Qd operating point
which is closer to the design point has a lower entropy
generation rate under the same condition. In both
operating conditions, the loss of energy near the inlet
increases with the increase of the offset angle.

The distribution of vortex core in the inlet pipe is more
consistent with the variation of energy loss: the higher Q
value of the region corresponds to the larger energy loss,
which indicates that the energy loss near the vanes is mainly
caused by vortices. It is obvious from Figure 12 that the core
is mainly distributed in the suction side of the guide vane,
which means that the fluid flowing around the guide vanes
will produce vortex in the suction side of the guide vane. The
above analysis can be summarized as follows: it can be
concluded that, for the same operating point, the 35° IGV
causes a larger vortex compared to the 25° IGV. Excessive
offset angle of the IGV increases the flow turbulence near the
inlet, intensifying the hydraulic losses and making the head
and efficiency smaller.

Pressure Characteristics at the
Cross-Section
Figure 13 shows the static pressure distribution at the cross-
section in the centrifugal pump. The static pressure
distribution pattern in the pump is basically the same in
both operating points. As the flow rate increases, the pressure
at the outlet of the volute gradually decreases, but the area of
higher pressure remains in the volute. At the 0.8Qd operating

point, the pressure at the volute outlet is the lowest. In the
impeller flow path, the pressure value increases continuously
from the impeller inlet to the outlet. But in the flow path near
the tongue, the pressure value distribution is different from
that in the other flow paths due to the influence of the tongue,
and the pressure gradient is more uneven. At the impeller
inlet, due to the energy loss, low-pressure areas appear in
both operating conditions, and the low-pressure area is not
uniformly distributed. In both operating points, the low-
pressure area of the impeller inlet of pumps with 15°, 25°,
and 35° IGVs is smaller than that of the pump with 0° IGVs,
indicating that the increase in the offset angle of IGVs can
reduce the energy loss at the impeller inlet. Of the four pumps
studied, the pump with 25° IGVs has the best effect on the
pump’s impeller inlet pressure improvement: the low-
pressure area is smaller and the distribution of the low-
pressure area is more uniform.

The pressure distribution at the interface between the volute
and the impeller is shown in Figure 14, and the pressure is
distributed periodically. In the vicinity of the tongue, the
pressure fluctuation is more violent. As the flow rate
decreases, the pressure fluctuation near the tongue becomes
more and more violent. The pump with 0° IGVs has the lowest
pressure at the impeller outlet near the tongue, while the pump
with 25° IGVs has the most significant pressure boost. At the
position away from the tongue, the pressure distribution at the
intersection of the volute and impeller is basically the same for
all four pumps, which indicates that the offset angle has no
significant effect on the flow at locations away from the tongue.

CONCLUSION

The flow characteristics of the centrifugal pump with IGVs of
different offset angles were numerically simulated, and the effects
of offset angle on the impeller flow, volute flow, and inlet flow
were compared and analyzed. Some conclusions are as follows:

1) At 0.4Qd, 0.6Qd, and 0.8Qd operating points, the head and
efficiency of pumps with 15°, 25°, and 35° IGVs are higher
than those of the pump with 0° IGVs. Among the studied
pumps, the head and efficiency of the pump with 25° IGVs
have improved the most. The pump with 25° IGVs
increased the head by 2.11, 0.95, and 0.73% and the
efficiency by 2.51, 1.67, and 1.25%, respectively,
compared with that with 0° IGVs.

2) The angle of the IGV has a more pronounced effect on the
flow in the flow path near the tongue. The pump with 0° IGVs
has a strong vortex in the impeller and a complex flow near the
tongue, which always has the largest energy loss. On the
contrary, when the IGV is installed at an angle of 25°, the
impeller inlet low-pressure area is weakened and the turbulent
kinetic energy near the tongue is smaller. It can better reduce
the hydraulic loss caused by inlet shock, flow separation, and
vortex, thus increasing the pump head and efficiency.

3) Fluid flow around the guide vane will produce vortex on the
suction side of the vane, making the energy loss on the suction
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side greater than that on the pressure side. And the larger the
angle of the guide vane, the greater the energy loss on the
suction side of the vane. The energy loss of the inlet is the
reason why the external characteristics of the centrifugal
pump are not proportional to the angle of the IGV.

4) Setting a certain offset angle of the inlet guide vane can
inhibit the backflow and separation flow of the impeller
inlet and improve the internal flow state of the impeller.
And it is beneficial to reducing the energy loss in the
impeller so that the centrifugal pump exhibits a higher
head and efficiency.
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